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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $45 member, $65 couple, $20 junior or
associate, plus $15 for members who opt to
obtain a paper newsletter.
Near Fowraker looking down towards
Hawdon/Waimak confluence – photo John West

For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages.

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from 'Z' Russley (formerly Caltex) on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If
the departure point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton.
Day trips usually depart at 8 am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on
either Friday evening or Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side of Waltham School, is about 100m south of the Brougham St/Waltham Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served. If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone John West 0212302536 or email
john_a_west@outlook.com. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if
there is a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.
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Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Steve Bruerton 322-6196 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner, $25 non-member, $5 kids
under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please contact the hut
convenor, Steve Bruerton.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Barney Stephenson, ph. 027 358 3281 .
Note: club gear assigned to you is your
responsibility; please take care of it. Please
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the outside of your pack can be easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This may result in serious damage to your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking them on a trip even if they are not
used, and report any damage to the gear
custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per item per
weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small weekend
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Wednesday 26 August

Club Night

Prospective & New Members’ Night:
Are you new to tramping or have rarely tramped before?
Have you been following our adventures on our Facebook page and feel unsure how to
join in?
Have you been on a trip or two but feel that there are things you’d like to ask?
Come along to our prospective and new members’ night where you can ask as many
questions as you like!
The evening will cover: An overview of the CTC, its committee, website and Facebook
page; How to join the club; How to join trips and how trips are graded; How to know that
you’re ready to take the next step (your first hike or moving up a grade); How to prepare
for a day trip; How to prepare for an overnighter - tenting and hut info; Club courses;
What should be in your backpack for a variety of conditions;
Question Time! We look forward to seeing you there.
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Weekend 29-30 August

Leader: Monika Bratownik
MonikaBratownik@gmail.com

Snow Skills 3: Glacial & Crevasse Rescue (run by OENZ):
COURSE FOCUS: The focus of this course is glacial travel and
craves rescue and ropework COURSE LOCATION: This course is
delivered at Temple Basin, Arthurs Pass. We meet at the CTC club
hut in Arthurs pass Village at 7 PM on Friday, spend the weekend
up at Temple Basin and finish back in Arthurs Pass Village on
Sunday afternoon. ACCOMMODATION: Friday night – CTC club
hut (CTC hut fees are not included in course) Saturday night–
Temple Basin lodge (included) FOOD: Friday evening – Not
included (you can pick something up on the way or cook at the
CTC lodge in Arthurs Pass) Saturday - Breakfast -Bring your own
Lunch – Bring your own Dinner – Provided by Temple Basin
Lodge Sunday Breakfast- Provided by Temple Basin Lodge Lunch
– Bring your own Basic snow skills required. For more information,
or to register, please see https://www.oenz.co.nz/courses/ctcalpine-course-custom-course-2-3/
Sunday 30 August
Departure point: Z Papanui

Grade: Training
Closes: 20 Aug
Map:
Approx: $499

Leader: Bryce Williamson 021-02322310 bryce.williamson68@gmail.com

Mt O’Malley near Arthurs Pass village:

Grade: Moderate possible
Climb Mt Aicken track to Pt 1844m, then head south over Pt
snow skills
1768m to Mt O’Malley (1703m). We’ll visit the tarn at the head of
Graham Stream then contour back to Mt Aicken track. About 10km Closes: 27 Aug
and 1300m ascent, with some scrambling. Snow gear and Map:
BV20
appropriate skills will be necessary.
Approx: $20
Sunday 30 August
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

TORTIS Tour #34: A beginners guide to getting lost and what to
do about it, plus some general navigation & bushcraft skills. This
is a day of practical training to help prepare you for the day when
your planned day walk becomes a potential overnight sleep over.
Bring your normal day pack & gear, a good lunch and a sense of
humour – some pre-torn clothes may be usefull as the trip does
involve some bush bashing. Bring your GPS and/or compass if
you have one, but it is not essential because they will be provided
for the navigation part of the exercise. We will stop at Rangiora for
tea, Q&A session and a debrief on the way home, because the trip
lasts till until 5 - 6pm depending on your navigation skills. NB the
trip is normally limited to 4 x people at a time.
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Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 27 Aug
Map:
Approx: $20

Multi day trip 30-31 August
Departure point: Z Papanui Sun 730am

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Tramping Mondays #2: Kirwans Hut Reefton area:

Grade: Moderate
Leaving on Sunday morning, we’ll drive to Capleston carpark (at Closes: 20 Aug
Boatmans Rd end) and from there we’ll go to Kirwans Hut. Back Map:
BS22
on Monday via Waitahu River Valley which is quite a long way so
Approx: Approx $40
we’ll be back in Christchurch late Monday night. For more
information about the route, please check DOC website at
https://tinyurl.com/kirwanshut Please note that this is a Sunday &
Monday ’weekend’ trip. The grade is Moderate+ as the trip will
likely require some tramping in the dark and Sunday will be a long
day. Please bring a headlamp with spare batteries and a shelter in
case the hut is full (unlikely on Sunday but possible). The trip is
happening only if the weather is reasonably good on the West
Coast.
Wednesday 2 September

Club Night

‘The Great Unknown’ with a small amount of Hut Stuff :
Special guest: Geoff Spearpoint – a well known name in outdoor life in this country
will introduce his new book.
Geoff has been a contributing author for several books on back country huts and
is actively involved in hut restorations.
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Weekend 5-6 September
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Eric Skea

Snow 2 & 3 Refresher Weekend: This is a chance to practise
and consolidate the skills you have learned from the professional
instructors. Depending on weather, conditions and the desires of
the group, activities might include a snow climb in Arthur’s Pass,
visiting a skifield to practise snow anchors and pitching, or visiting
a climbing crag to practise rope skills. First priority for spaces on
this trip goes to participants in this year’s or last year’s CTC Snow
2 and/or Snow 3 courses. (Anyone else with appropriate past
training and/or experience feel free to contact the trip leader to
express interest.) If Snow 3 gets postponed, then this trip will also
get postponed so that it’s the weekend after. If the weather is good
enough to go to Arthur’s Pass, we’ll depart Friday evening and
stay in the club hut.
Monday 7 September
Departure point: Z Papanui

Grade: Training
Closes: 27 Aug
Map:
BV20
Approx: $40 + hut
fee

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Tramping Mondays #4: Mt Garfield:

Grade: Moderate requires
Mt Garfield is a 1676m high top in Lewis Pass in Doubtful Range.
crampons
We’re going to cross Boyle River at Windy point and go up across
and ice axe
pt 1261. Back via pt 1478. There are some tarns on tops that we
Closes: 3 Sep
will explore. If the morale is high and lack of snow would allow for
BU23
easy travel, we can come back across Mt Murray. Please bring a Map:
headlamp, an ice axe and crampons.
Approx: $30
Note:-departure time is 7am!!
Wednesday 9 September

Club Night

Photo competition: Tonight we’re judging member’s entries for the FMC Annual Photo
Competition. We’ll be choosing 2 entries from each category to represent the CTC.
The FMC categories are:
Above Bushline (with no human element);
Above Bushline (with a human element);
Below Bushline (with no human element);
Below Bushline (with a human element);
Historic (taken before January 1st 2016);
Native Flora and Fauna and a new category
Long Exposure.
We also have a CTC category for Funniest Photo that is not part of the FMC competition.
There are lots of valuable prizes to be won so get your entries in before 6 September!
Any queries please contact John Kerkhofs or Emma Rogers.
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Multi day trip 13-14 September
Departure point: Z Russley 7am

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Tramping Mondays #3: Griffin Creek Hut - Rock Creek Grade:
Bivouac (near Taipo Rvr West Coast):
Closes:
Leaving on Sunday 7AM. We’ll make our way along Harrington Map:
Creek to pt974 and drop down to Griffin Creek. Staying at Griffin
Approx:
Creek Hut for a night. Return via Rocky Creek Bivouac. The trip is
happening only if the weather is reasonably good and the snow
line or river level are expected not to provide too big a bite to
chew. It’ll be a challenging 2 days tramp full of bushbashing, route
finding, muddy tracks, river travel and hill scramble. If it sounds
like fun to you, you should come.
Sunday 20 September
Departure point: Taylor’s Mistake Surf Club
Carpark

BV19
Approx $30

Leader: Emma Rogers Michal Klajban
022 491 6625
emma@flightlesskiwis.com

Godley to Gebbies: No need to stray too far from home to walk
quite a distance. Your first Mistake will be starting at Taylor’s —
from there, an enjoyable womble out to Godley Head / Awaroa
before doubling back and following the Crater Rim track (mostly)
as far as Gebbies Pass. A great trip to try your hand (feet?) at a
longer walk without the commitment. Phone your mum / partner /
dog / uber if you want to bail part way. We’ll figure out the best
way to car pool / shuffle closer to the time Somewhere from 1500
– 2000m cumulative height gain depending on how many of the
intervening peaks you choose to summit. Approximately 38km.
Note:-you will be lucky enough to enjoy the company of 2 trip
leaders today - Emma Rogers (emma@flightlesskiwis.com) and
Michal Klajban (michal.klajban@gmail.com). Note:-departure
place and time are different to the norm - Taylor’s Mistake Surf
Club Carpark. 7:30am departure.
Weekend 26-27 September
Departure point: Z Russley

Moderate+
3 Sep

Grade: Moderate+
Closes: 17 Sep
Map:
BX24
Approx: $10

Leader: Bill Johnson 022 049 3453
bill@billjohnson.nz

Mueller Hut Weekend: A trip to the popular Mueller Hut, in Mt
Cook National Park. Depart Fri evening for Mt Cook Village and
spend the night at one of the club lodges and head up to Mueller
Sat morning. Option to build snow shelters in the afternoon then
have a pot luck in Mueller Hut and warm up before spending the
night in our igloos / snow caves / the hut. As this trip is weather
and avalanche conditions dependent, the trip may be
changed/cancelled as a result. The trip leader will confirm the
status of the trip closer to the time. Hut fees will be less if you
sleep outside Mueller Hut on Sat night.
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Grade: Moderate
(requires
crampons,
ice axe and
helmet)
Closes: 17 Sep
Map:
Approx: $60 fuel +
$70 hut
fees (for Fri
& Sat
nights)

Sunday 27 September
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

TORTIS Tour #35: A beginners guide to getting lost and what to
do about it, plus some general navigation & bushcraft skills. This
is a day of practical training to help prepare you for the day when
your planned day walk becomes a potential overnight sleep over.
Bring your normal day pack & gear, a good lunch and a sense of
humour – some pre-torn clothes may be usefull as the trip does
involve some bush bashing. Bring your GPS and/or compass if
you have one, but it is not essential because they will be provided
for the navigation part of the exercise. We will stop at Rangiora for
tea, Q&A session and a debrief on the way home, because the trip
lasts till until 5 - 6pm depending on your navigation skills. NB the
trip is normally limited to 4 x people at a time.
Sunday 18 October
Departure point: Z Papanui

Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 24 Sep
Map:
Approx: $20

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

TORTIS Tour #36: A beginners guide to getting lost and what to
do about it, plus some general navigation & bushcraft skills. This
is a day of practical training to help prepare you for the day when
your planned day walk becomes a potential overnight sleep over.
Bring your normal day pack & gear, a good lunch and a sense of
humour – some pre-torn clothes may be usefull as the trip does
involve some bush bashing. Bring your GPS and/or compass if
you have one, but it is not essential because they will be provided
for the navigation part of the exercise. We will stop at Rangiora for
tea, Q&A session and a debrief on the way home, because the trip
lasts till until 5 - 6pm depending on your navigation skills. NB the
trip is normally limited to 4 x people at a time. NB this wil be the
last TORTIS Tour for 2020.

Grade: Moderate easy pace

Long Weekend 23-26 October
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Bill Johnson

Almer Hut via Helicopter: Labour weekend above Franz Josef
Glacier. Travel to near Franz Fri evening, helicopter up to Almer
Hut on Sat morning. Organise trips from there or just hang out and
enjoy the view. Grade will range from easy (hang out at the hut,
glacier walking) to hard (climb one of the 2600m+ peaks nearby).
*Snow skills required* The $390 trip cost covers Fri night camping
at DOC Otto/MacDonalds campsite, return trip on the helicopter,
two nights in the hut and petrol costs for vehicles. There is a
tenting option which will reduce this amount by $40. We will fly
down Mon mid-day and should be back in ChCh around 530-6pm
that evening. In the past his trip has been frequently postponed by
West Coast weather. Save your leave time as I am going to
reschedule it for each following weekend until we have a good
weather and can get up for at least 2 nights.

Grade: Moderate
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 15 Oct
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Closes: 15 Oct
Map:
Approx: $20

Map:
Approx: Approx
$390

Trip Reports
Mount Arthur Flora Saddle Circuit 13-16 July 2020
I know I had some things I should have gone to like the CTC’s monthly committee
meeting, but Josh put up a proposal for a few days around Mt. Arthur which I just couldn’t
resist because it’s such a fantastic relaxing place, the tramping is straightforward and I
needed to do a bit of work on my fitness. So I signed up.
As the departure time got closer, it transpired we were on a four day Monday to Thursday
schedule, and on the way in the car, Josh outlined the plan: a relaxed trip, we would drive
to Flora saddle and walk up to Mt Arthur Hut the same evening, then look at Mt Arthur and
the crossing over to Salisbury Lodge on Tuesday, Wednesday to explore rock shelters,
mines and other stuff with an unknown overnight, then out and drive home on Thursday
and back in time to give Alan his crampons for weekend snow training, no worries! Overall,
about 800 km there and back on the road.
Josh, Julia and Jonathan T (JT) met at my place and we headed off in my trusty machine
at 9.00 am, and met Jonathan C (JC), Catherine and James in time for pies and coffee etc.
at Murchison. We arrived Flora saddle in the cool damp and drippy clag sometime after
4.00 pm, sorted gear, clothes and boots and headed off into the growing and depressing
gloom. A four km 360 m uphill walk along an easy track to Mt Arthur Hut, a delightful place
which we had to ourselves. My packing was messy and in the dark I thoughtlessly emptied
my stuff on to the table to grovel around for my headtorch, trusty Whisperlite stove and
food, while JT who was very well organised got a roaring fire going. Trusty Whisperlite
became temperamental, and rather than expose all to carbon monoxide poisoning I had a
slow cook dinner on the fire. It was surprisingly tasty and scored 8/10. Not sure what
everyone else ate, but there were a few gentle and civilised mutterings about my mess.
Following Josh’s proclamation of a relaxed trip, I got up first at 7.30 for muesli and coffee
followed by Julia who went out to look at the sunrise. A fantastic morning, all the damp clag
had gone and there was a very hard frost. We headed away at a very civilised 9.40 am
after breakfasts, views, photos and pack up and headed off towards Mt Arthur. The ground
was frozen solid, and in the distance Mt Arthur looked to have a light covering of snow.
The walking was pleasant and as we got closer the snow started as a residual layer on the
track. We found it was rock hard ice and super slippery, so walking to one side was very
preferable. As we approached the hill and started to deal with scrambly bits, while the
limestone rock slabs provided lots of friction, it became apparent that the ice interspersed
with broken rock and frozen scree was going to need considerable care. After a down
climb and avoiding walking on the ice, Josh and the two Jonathan’s found it was time to
put on the crampons, and the rest of us scrambled up an ice free face to a rocky knob on
the ridge at 1667 m. The other three progressed on to Mt. Arthur, making good time finding
it not too bad other than one or two tricky bits.
Meanwhile we four descended back to the track and headed for Salisbury Lodge, through
the karst and sink holes in Horseshoe basin, then to point 1380 and easy going along most
the ridge to Gordon’s Pyramid, with great views all the way. One steep downward bit
required a bit of care, lots of limestone hand and foot holds but at one point these were all
buried by very ouchy Spaniards.
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Mt Arthur covered by a veneer of snow

We stopped and waited for the others to catch up at a pleasant spot with good seating
about 100 m from the top of Gordon’s, and when they arrived because I was getting cold I
headed off and plugged the last bit to the top, where I discovered I no longer had my
camera. Lots of mutterings, and thinking about the relative merits of abandoning (lots of $$
$s) or looking, then, remembering the last pictures were taken at our last sitting spot,
Catherine and I shot off back to look for it, she flying ahead in her super lightweight new
boots with fantastic multi tread soles, and was down in a flash to our resting place where
she found the item left behind on the ground by me. Phew! The horrors of fruitless
searching through tussocks and scrub receded and we both puffed our way back to the
top, took a few more pictures and headed down. The track was quite muddy and washed
out with deep trenches in many places, so a bit of care was needed into the trees, when
the standard well rooted and sometimes slippery forest track greeted us. There was
another steepish limestone bluff to negotiate and then things flattened out, making us think
we were almost there. But we still had another 2 km of plodding before the hut, some
going through limestone sink holes which on a fine sunny day would have been really
interesting, but which added a bit of frustration to the developing gloom in the damp forest.
We gratefully arrived at the hut around 5.30 pm, and the fire was a bit tepid but sufficient to
take out the chill. In the growing dark, more wrestling chaos for headtorch, cooker and
food, and quick cook noodles produced a gluey 3/10 (being generous) paste which was
sufficient to warm the insides while JT worked his magic on the fire and nursed it into a
more socially acceptable condition. There were another four in the hut besides us, so with
a total of 11, a roaring snorer was inevitable and the night was interspersed with suckings
and weezings and a bit of wondering if mice might visit given signs of previous occupancy.
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Salisbury Lodge in the growing gloom and another frost

Next day, Josh allowed us another civilised start and we headed out again at around 9.30,
for a pleasant amble down the Salisbury track to look at the Dry Rock Shelter’s magic,
have a cup of tea and eat other peoples’ food at Growler Rock, which looks like an ideal
place to sit and imbibe drinks of choice on a hot sunny day, to the gradual upwards climb
at Flora Stream. We thought we might spend the night at Gridiron, but much to our
disappointment the upper hut and shelter was occupied, and the lower one was dark,
damp, muddy and uninviting. So while JC took Catherine, James and Josh off on a
mystery tour, Julia, JT and myself plodded our way to Flora hut, where we found one of the
rooms was empty, spotless and had a massive fire place. JT got the fire going and we set
ourselves up for a pleasant afternoon telling yarns, drinking tea etc. in front of roaring
flames. What could be nicer? At 5.30 with no sign of the others it was time to cook dinner
in the remaining light, and on this occasion quick noodles were turned into something that
was quite tasty 7/10 by adding a packet of environmentally, ecologically, ethically and
everything else ---ally questionable tuna. At 6.30 we decided the others would have
stopped for the night at Gridiron and we would therefore see them around 10.00 next day,
so it was a bit of a surprise when they arrived in the pitch dark around 7.30. Another
couple of hours entertainment from watching dinner by headtorch and listening to stories
of varying origins which led into a brilliant night’s sleep. Another reasonably relaxed start
saw us walking out and getting to the cars by about 10.00 am, time for a relaxed daylight
drive to Christchurch with lunch in Murchison and home around 4.00 pm. Thanks Josh for
a fabulous trip and the others for their great company. Joshua Johnson (Leader and
Motivator), Jonathan Carr (Guide and Historian), Jonathan Tie (Fire Manager and
Energiser), Julia Mishina (International Raconteur and Energiser), Catherine McKie
(Adventure Raconteur and Energiser), James McKie (at 14 the youngest, most energetic
fantastic walker and hope he didn’t pick up some of my unsavoury words!) and myself
(Barney Stephenson, Least Energised).
--Uploaded by: Barney Stephenson on Tue Jul 21 2020
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Mt Richardson summit 20 June 2020
The Christchurch Tramping Club had a trip planned to Mt Thomas in the Canterbury
Foothills, and I was keen to go. It’s a nice walk with great views, I hadn’t been on a club
trip since the end of the Covid lockdown, and Helen was keen to come along. We were
going to kill some wilding pines along the way, the weather forecast was for some snow
earlier in the week, so it was all looking good. However rather late in the week it turned out
that two of the three Mt Thomas tracks were closed, and Alan moved the trip to Mt
Richardson. It’s just a bit further to the west in the same forest, so the weather and snow
conditions would be the same. No wilding pines in this area though, although I took the
saws along just in case.
The forecast for the day wasn’t looking too rosy, but that’s why we carry wet weather gear
and plenty of extra warm clothing. As we left the city we saw that the mountains were
bathed in sunshine, so it was starting to look pretty good, so much so that I removed my
merino tights in the back of the car as I didn’t want to overheat when I started walking.
Shorts would do very nicely.
The large group of trampers assembled in the Glentui picnic area and Symon was
appointed to lead us into the Glentui Nature walk and then up the bypass track. I’ve never
done this walk anti-clockwise before, the though had never crossed my mind. However this
puts the steep bit on the downhill of the return leg, so that’s a pretty good plan. Symon
soon stopped to make some photos, leaving me to set the pace. We regrouped frequently,
and after we reached the junction with the Blowhard track we soon found ourselves in a bit
of snow. The views from the track were nothing to rave about; the fine weather had
clouded over and visibility wasn’t great.
A bit of a clearing with some snow in it served as a break area for a slightly early lunch,
and we were rewarded with some brief sunshine – at least for those of us who didn’t
choose to sit in the forest. Despite Alan’s assurances that this wasn’t really cold weather, it
seems that lunch was cut a little short by the cold and we moved along the Blowhard Track
towards the summit into increasingly deep snow and descending cloud. The track was
quite slushy and muddy in places, but didn’t really hamper progress.
At the summit Alan asked me to empty out my backpack and go through the contents for
the prospective members to show them what was essential gear to carry on winter trips.
Alan knows I carry a lot of gear, so he asked me to keep it to the essentials, but of course
with everything coming out of the pack it was a bit hard to separate the essentials from the
luxuries, and of course hot soup on a cold day is an essential luxury so the stove did rate a
mention. It can also be jolly handy if somebody gets hypothermia, so one stove in a group
is good to have. Chris and Alan also contributed valuable advice, and surprisingly Alan
didn’t ask me what my pack weight was, one of his favourite topics since I tend to go
rather heavy.
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The closer to the summit of Mt Richardson, the more snow there was.

With the show over, we hot-footed it down the mountain. It was getting a bit cold to be
standing around talking, and there was no view to be had because of the cloud. As we
descended the southern slope the snow kept getting deeper and the track became a bit
trickier to negotiate. By this stage I’d moved from being the pace-setter to bringing up the
rear, and I’d become separated from Helen so I wasn’t there to shepherd her through her
first experience of tramping in snow. The other experienced trampers in the group helped
her along and she got through it OK. I’ll have her in crampons before the end of winter; I
just haven’t quite worked out how I’ll convince her though.
Six hours after we started out we arrived back at the cars. Feet were wet from the mud
and slush, but we’d had no rain or drizzle so were relatively dry. We decided to meet at
Coffee Culture in Rangiora for refreshments and settling the trip finances. I was a bit
disappointed because as I wasn’t driving (for a change) I’d been hoping for a beer, but I’ve
got to admit that the triple-chocolate muffin was spectacularly good, and more than made
up for the lack of beer. Anyway, I could get beer at the supermarket on the way home, but
you don’t come across a muffin like that terribly often, so it was great finish to the day.
Shame about lack of a view, but I think we were all in agreement that it had been a pretty
good trip.
Trip statistics
Distance Walked: 12.7 km: Elevation gain: 857 m: Total moving time: 3h 53m
Participants: Alan Ross (leader,) Nat Flynn, Trudi Cameron, Jenny Harris, Helen Ryan,
Heidi Barlow, Debbie Mann, Caroline Garcon, Rodney Erickson, Symon Holmes, Harish
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Mandalika, Chris McGimpsey, Michael Ny, Rowena Gleeson, Gary Bint, Murray Gifford,
Bernhard Parawa, Rachel Brown, John Kerkhofs (scribe & photographer)

Route Map

Ryde Falls via the middle ridge 22 June 2020
The shortest day of 2020 followed a couple of stormy ones that had dumped a fair bit of
snow on the mountains and foothills. The weekend forecast, however, was very
favourable, the Sunday in particular. A team of seven assembled at the Carlton Corner Z
station and we were off BEFORE 8 am, following the Old West Coast Road then over the
Waimakariri Gorge Bridge to the View Hill Car Park. We left the cars at 9:30 am, heading
along the Wharfedale Track for 1.7 km then turning steeply uphill onto the Mt Oxford Track.
The ground snow-cover became progressively greater with the overnight frost making it
hard and crunchy underfoot.
Fortunately, most of the arboreal snow had melted the previous day, so were weren’t
pelted with snowmelt.
We made steady progress and, after a late-morning break at the junction with the track to
the Wharfedale Hut, we emerged from the bush line nearly exactly at midday. It was
cloudless above us, but a thick blanket of mist was spilling out through the Waimakariri
Gorge and through the saddle immediately north of Black Hill.
The snow was generally very firm, which meant we didn’t have too many problems with
breaking through. At about 1280 m, we started sidling round to the descent ridge south of
Pt 1300 m. The snow became quite icy, which induced a couple of us put on micro-spikes.
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We descended to about 1160 m in the lee of the main ridge to a sunny spot protected from
the light, but cold, breeze, where we enjoyed lunch over about 25 minutes.

Beautiful day up high -cloud spilling through Waimak gorge

The bush bash started almost immediately after lunch. Near the top it involved scrubby
regrowth beech, laden with snow. But fairly soon we entered mature beech with little on
the way of under-growth and plenty of signs of deer. Progress was quite easy except for
one section. Against Chris’ quiet advice, I strayed a bit too far to the east after passing
over Pt 984 m, so we had to contour back across a broad, sodden trough, over greasy
logs and through occasional bush-lawyer thickets (yes, I bled) to regain the correct
descent line. At that point, Chris found a vague trail marked with pink plastic ribbons that
led us just to the east of the stream confluence near Ryde Falls.
We had a look at the falls then followed the Korimako Track back to the Wharfedale Track
and thence to the carpark where we arrived at 4:25 pm. All up, we had covered 14 km with
1050 m of total ascent in just over 7 hours.
On the way home we made the obligatory stop at the Sheffield Pub for beverages and
burger. It was a very enjoyable trip in fantastic conditions and with excellent company.
Special thanks to Chris and Paul for driving.
Seven participants: Paul Titus, Penny Coffey, Chris McGimpsey, Dionne Horne, Stefan
Fairweather, Jiang Xiaoqiu and Bryce Williamson.
--Uploaded by: Bryce Williamson on Mon Jun 22 2020
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Clent Hills Saddle 18-19 July 2020
Symon had intended that this trip should go from Lake Heron to Comyns Hut, and had
categorised it as “Moderate at slow pace” – sort of easy-moderate? An inspection of a map
showed it was about 22 km in each direction, roughly comprising three sections – in the
outward direction: a slow-climbing trudge of about 7.5 km with 150 m net altitude gain
along the Swin River Track to the Te Araroa track junction; about 6.5 km with a ~550 m net
climb to Clent Hills Saddle; and 8 km following Round Hill Creek and the
Hakatere/Ashburton River North Branch while dropping ~590 m to Comyns Hut at the
confluence of the Hakatere and Turtons Stream. So it looked to me to be a well-and-truly
moderate trip that would probably take a good amount of time. Symon’s advice to bring a
torch seemed eminently sensible.
We left Christchurch in light drizzle that persisted almost to Mt Somers. The other side of
the Ashburton Gorge was strikingly different – clear blue skies and bright sun, but a hard
frost. We arrived at the south end of Lake Heron about 9.10 am. Ten minutes later we were
on our way along the south shore of the lake, then eastward along Swin River Track.
Initially we made very good progress, reaching the Te Araroa track junction in 90 minutes.
The sign said 6 hours to Comyns Hut, so we reckoned we could do it in 5 hours, thereby
arriving before dark. More fool us!
The next 50 minutes were spent climbing over 2.5 km through deep tussock on a soggy
track to a ~1100 m saddle (“the first saddle”) from which we could see Clent Hills Saddle,
about 3.5 km away to the north east and about 400 m higher. It was now midday and the
party had spread out a fair bit since Ian was not feeling too well.
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Clent Hills Saddle from the first saddle ~ 1190m

After half an hour we had regrouped and headed off again, but Ian was not feeling any
better. At 1:15 pm we stopped for lunch, during which Ian and Liz decided to stop for
longer, with the option of pitching a tent or even returning to the cars. The other five of us
headed off after 30 minutes and at 2 pm we reached the first of three scree sidles. These
were partly covered in icy snow that was initially not too hard to negotiate but did slow us
down.
We reached the second sidle at 2:20 pm and the third and final one at 2:50 pm. The snow
was increasingly icy and hard, requiring fairly vigorous step-kicking.
The speedier of us reached Clent Hills Saddle just after 3 pm. The 6.5 km from the Te
Araroa track junction had taken us nearly 4 hours of pretty tiring travel and we still had
another 8 km to go to the hut. Jonathan had always intended to camp at the Saddle and,
possibly, to climb a peak the next morning. The rest of us now thought that pitching camp
sounded like a much better option than tussock-bashing and river-crossing down to the
hut, so a decision was made to find a suitable tent site and call it a day.
From the saddle, Markus espied a river terrace about 180 m below us and, after some
debate, we decided to head for it. Four of us followed the Te Araroa track markers down
the valley through a mixture of deep, soggy tussock swamp and snow, while Jonathan
stayed higher following an animal trail on an eroded moraine. We reached the river terrace
before Jonathan, but I am sure that he had substantially the more comfortable travel. We
stopped at 3:50 pm, the 15.2 km from the car having taken us 6.5 hours. My estimate is
that the hut was still another 7.5 km, and possibly 3 hours, away.
We pitched our tents and, on account of cold fingers and toes, I immediately got into some
dry clothes and climbed into my sleeping bag. Jonathan generously gave me some hot
water to make a cup of miso soup, then I rehydrated and ate a Back Country meal in the
tent vestibule. By about 6:30 pm I was snuggled up and drifting into sleep. I don’t know
what the others were up to, but I couldn’t hear any noise.
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At about 7:45 am the next morning I heard Symon moving around outside so I got up for a
pee. The overhead sky was cloudless and it was very cold, so I retreated back to my
sleeping bag and dozed till 8:30 am by when my tent was in direct sunlight. We all got up
to the frigid air but absolute stillness and very warm sunlight. Breakfast was made and had
in a very leisurely fashion. In fact we didn’t head off till 10:25 am, nearly 2 hours after
arising!
Jonathan convinced us (we needed very little persuasion) to return to Clent Hills Saddle by
way of the moraine that he had descended the previous afternoon. Markus soon dropped
off the moraine to take a more-direct route through the tussock. The rest of us followed a
longer, but easier and drier, semi-circular route arriving at the saddle somewhat later than
Markus who was waiting for us.
At the saddle, I put on a set of micro-spikes and Jonathon donned light-weight crampons
to counter of the iciness of the scree sidles. The others had not brought such tools, but
managed quite competently with the advantage of the footsteps that we had made the
previous afternoon. Markus pointed out a set of rather fresh smallish boot-prints going in
the same direction as us, so we came to the view that Liz must have headed in our
direction either the previous evening or early this morning, turning back before she
reached us.
By midday we had traversed two of the scree sidles and stopped for half an hour for lunch
by an icy stream. Two hours later we were back on the Swin River flats. At several
junctures we had deviated from Te Araroa by staying on barer and drier ridges rather than
battling through the tussock- and Spaniard-chocked valley floors. These diversions made
our return trip more comfortable, but a little bit longer, the latter effect being partly offset by
cutting the corner to the west of a knob near the junction between Te Araroa and the Swin
River Track.

Route Map – Crown Copyright reserved

The traipse down the Swin River Track was tedious and hard on our soles; but the glorious
weather meant that our souls remained content. We arrived back at the cars at 4:10 pm to
find Ian and Liz enjoying the sun by the lakeside. As we had surmised, Liz had walked
(pack-less) for a good portion of the way to Clent Hills Saddle on the previous evening.
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During the current day they had taken their time visiting Double Hut, so hadn’t been
waiting for us for an inordinately long period.
We packed the cars pretty promptly and headed off through the Ashburton Gorge (and
back into murkier weather) to the Rakaia Railway Tavern for a splendid roast of the day.
Thanks to Symon for organising and leading a trip that turned out to be more testing but
also much more interesting than expected. Thanks also to Liz and Symon for driving, and
to the others for their company.
30.7 km and 1180 m total ascent. Seven participants: Symon Holmes (leader), Connor
Watson, Markus Milne, Jonathan Carr, Liz Wightwick, Ian Wightwick and Bryce
Williamson.
--Uploaded by: Bryce Williamson on Thu Jul 23 2020

From our FaceBook pages:
A nice easy moderate trip to the recently refurbished A Frame hut in the Haketere
Conservation Park ( on the T.A. Trail access from Glenrock Station).

Looking towards the Rakaia from Turtons Saddle
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Afternoon tea at the ‘A Frame hut’.

More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).
We recommend you start with the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the
Presidents, then the Trip Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact
can be made then the Police. Refer to the list of Club Officers below, and on
www.ctc.org.nz. Members (particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement
with your loved ones so they are aware of this procedure.
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Club Officers: New committee appointments are highlighted
President:

Treasurer:

Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070 Overnight Trip
Organiser:
Monika
021399750
Bratownik
Social
Convenor:
Carol Horgan
027 212 7294

Club Captain:

Bryce Williamson 021-0232-2310 Gear Custodian:

Secretary:

New Members
Emma Rogers
Rep:

022 491 6625 Editor:

Day Trip
Organiser:

027 614 2255

Kelly Purdie

Barry Watson

021668895

John West

021 230 2536

Barney
Stephenson

027 358 3281

Peter Hinchey

0225948023

Hut Convenor: Steve Bruerton

322-6196

IT Convenor:

0273656751

Nick Edwards

Access Officer: Ian Dunn

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 20 August 2020 – Thanks.
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0212141907

